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Efficiency of mixing in the main thermocline
J. N. Mourn
College of Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences,Oregon State University, Corvallis

Abstract. Estimates of heat flux from direct measurementsof vertical velocitytemperature fluctuation correlationshave been obtained from vertical profiles
through turbulent patches in the main thermocline. These have been compared
to more indirect flux estimatesderived from dissipationrates of turbulent kinetic
energy and temperature variance. Because record lengths are limited by the
thicknessof observedturbulent patches, uncertainties are larger than would be
expected from relatively longer horizontal records. The best estimate of dissipation
flux coefficientfrom these data is about 0.15-0.2, but it is characterizedby a large

rangeof samplevalues.This impliesmixingefficiencies
(flux Richardsonnumbers)
are about 0.13-0.17. This is within the range of laboratory estimatesbut is different
from measurements

in turbulent

tidal fronts.

1. Introduction

ror One of the principal motivations for obtaining mea-

(2)

FX= __x.
2Tz

surementsof turbulence(or in oceanographers'
terms,
microstructure)
in the oceanhasbeento quantifythe ir-

(s)

gradientisTz andN 2 - _gp•lpz is
reversibletransports of heat, salt, density, and momen- The temperature
the
buoyancy
frequency.
Po is intended to be a constant
tum associatedwith turbulent mixing. Because direct
of
proportionality,
equal
to Ri/(1 - Ri), whereRI is
measurements of fluxes have proven difficult to make
a
flux
Richardson
number
definedby Rf - b/s, b is
and perhaps even more difficult to interpret, the great
the
buoyancy
production
of
TKE, b - -gp7l•rp•, and
bulk of our knowledgeis basedon indirect methods of
s
is
the
shear
production
of
turbulence. In a stratified
estimating fluxes. These methods are based on two
turbulent
flow,
b
represents
the
rate at which potential
models,one proposedby Osbornand Cox [1972]and
energy
is
gained
by
the
fluid
system
due to turbulence
one by Osborn[1980]. They employmeasurements
of
the dissipationratesof turbulentkineticenergy(TKE)
e and of temperature variance X.

generatedat a rate givenby s. This impliesPo = b/e.
The workingdefinitionof Fo (and in GM95) is

The turbulent flux of heat F (as it appearsin the
Reynolds-averaged
equations)[e.g.,Gregg,1987]isgiven
by

ro-

F/F•,

(4)

An approximationto this, derivedfrom (2) and (3), is
F = w'T',

(1)

-

where w• representsthe vertical velocity fluctuation on
scales of three-dimensional

turbulence

and T • is the cor-

respondingtemperature fluctuation. For simplicity, the
kinematic unit of Kelvin meter per secondis used here.

Within the frameworkof theseassumptions,
Rf is a
mixing effffciency.The parameters,Fo, Fd, are simply

relatedto Rf, but they are not mixingefficiencies.
UnMultiplicationby pCp(wherep is the densityof seawa- fortunately, in our community,we have been referring
ter andCpis its specific
heat)yieldsthe dynamicunit of to Fo and Fd as mixing efficiencies.I have been unable
Watt per square meter. With the standard convention to find an equivalent thermodynamic term to describe
(z • 0, upward),F • 0 represents
upwardtrans- the ratio of potential energygainedby the systemto the
port of cool fluid or downward transport of warm fluid energydissipated(this ratio is F). For now,I suggest
signifying downgradientheat transport. Followingthe we simply refer to F as the dissipationflux coefficient.
notationusedby GatgertandMourn[1995](hereinafter Oceanicobservationsof Fa indicate a rangeof 0.1 to

referredto as GM95), the two indirectestimatesare

0.4 [Mourn,1990a]. Oceanicobservations
of Fo range
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tions[Yamazakiand Osborn,1993](hereinafter
referred
to as YO93) (alsoseeFleury and Lueck[1994](hereto
e94)) to 0.7 (r
0)
(F < 0) frommeasurements
madein a turbulenttidal
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front by GM95. Laboratory estimates of Fo indicate

from 0.05 from towed measurementsat open oceanloca-
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valuesof 0.2 [Rohrand Van Alta, 1987]and 0.05 [Huq
and Britter, 1995].
The definitionof the overbarin (1) is critical. The
indirectfluxes(2), (3) werederivedfrom the full balanceequationsfor TKE andtemperaturevariance[e.g.,
Mourn, 1990a]. The requirementsincludestationarity
and negligible divergenceterms. To neglect divergence
terms strictly requires averaging over the full threedimensional volume of the turbulent patch, defined to
have no flux through the volume'ssurface.As this averaging is impossibleto achievefrom field measurements,
the deficienciesin practical definitions of the overbar
limit our ability to achieve the appropriate balances.
The consequentincomplete resolution of intermittency
in the observed turbulence is the single biggest factor
contributing to the uncertainty in flux estimates.

Winters et al. [1995, p. 127] remark that "buoyancy flux is an indirect rather than a direct measureof
diapycnal mixing." This is certainly true. Mixing occurs by molecular diffusion at the smallest scaleswhere
concentrationgradients are large. As it is defined in
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It is a characteristic

of vertical

records of turbulent

patchesin the ocean'sthermoclinethat very few and
short stretches of the records exhibit turbulence that

is sufficientlyenergeticto be detectedby existingmeasurementsystems[e.g.,Gregg,1987].Forthe purposeof
assessingflux calculations and for comparisonsof turbulence quantities, it is unreasonableto include data
with no detectablesignal together with data representing the energeticparts of the record. Consequently,this
analysis focuseson the energetic parts of the recordsor
the clearly turbulent patches within the thermocline.
Determining the net flux through the thermoclineis another matter, requiring an evaluation of the importance
of the energetic portions of the thermocline relative to
that of the majority of the data, which is below detection limits

of current

instrumentation.

A rationale

for

data selection follows.

A total of 272 turbulent patches were selectedfrom
the upper part of the main thermocline. To be se-

lected,eachpatchhad to havethe following:(1) background stratification stably stratified in temperature

(1), F represents
the turbulentstirringof fluid parcels (which avoidsambiguitiesin the designationof temby which local concentration gradients are enhanced, perature fluctuation as the difference between in situ
reorderedtemperature(discussed
in
thereby enhancing diffusive mixing. F is referred to and monotonically

with defininga backhere (and elsewhere)as a direct flux estimatebecause section3); the problemsassociated
below);(2) measurit appears directly in the equationsgoverningTKE and groundstratificationare discussed
temperaturevariance. The estimates(2), (3) are de- able signalin all fluctuationquantities;and (3) wellrivedby equatingother measurable
quantities(e, X) in defined upper and lower boundaries between the fluid
these equations to F. Since this requires us to neglect actively mixing in the patch and the relatively quiescent
most of the terms in the equations, the estimates F•, fluidaboveandbelow(whichrequires
L[nax<Lp,where

Fx are more indirect than F, and theseare referred L[naxdenotesthe maximum value of the Thorpe scale
to as indirect flux estimates. Although recent conven- Lt [Thorpe,
1977]throughout
the patchandLp is the
tion is followed here, primarily to avoid confusionwith thickness
ofthepatch;thisalsorequires
that f Lt(z)dz
GM95, probablya better term for F (usedby our at- overLp is equalto 0).
mospheric
colleagues)
iseddy-correlation,
or covariance, For each patch, salinity and density were determined
The objective of this paper is to describefield measurementsof F from vertical profilesthrough the main
thermocline and to determine the mixing efficiency associated with stratified turbulence in this regime. The
perspective of the measurements is discussedin section 2, followed by a critical assessmentof the direct
heat flux estimates, including uncertainty estimates, in
section 3. Flux comparisonsand mixing efficiencyestimates are presented in section 4 and discussedin sec-

from temperature and conductivity. The temperature
variance dissipation rate X was determined from temperature gradient fluctuations. Becausethe thermistor

doesnot fully resolvethe spectrumof temperaturegradient variance, a correction was applied based on the
Batchelor form of the scalar variance spectrum. The
TKE dissipation rate e was determined from horizontal
velocity gradient fluctuations. Details of these com-

putationsare discussedby Mourn et al. [1995]and
GM95. Vertical velocity fluctuations were determined

tion 5. This is followedby conclusions
(section6).

from pitot tube measurements
[Mourn,1990b].

2. Examples of Turbulent Patches From
the Viewpoint of a Vertical Profiler

Patch-averagedor patch root-mean-square
(rms) val-

Examples of patches are shown in Figures la-lc.

The data were obtained in the spring of 1991, 1000
km off the coast of northern California. The particulars

ues of important quantities for each patch depicted in
Figures la-lc are listed in Table 1. In the remainder

of the text, fluctuationquantities(thosewith near-zero
meanvaluesthroughthe patch)are generallypresented

arediscussed
in moredetailby Mourn[1996]andHebert as rms values. These are Lt, T, w; further reference
and Mourn[1994]. All measurements
weremadefrom to these unprimed quantities imply that they are rms
sensorsmounted on the vertical microstructure profiler, values. The flux, w•T •, is computedas the meanvalue,
Chameleon[Mournet al., 1995]. Theseincludetem- as this is how it appears in the equations for turbuperature, conductivity, horizontal velocity fluctuations lent kinetic energy and temperature variance and in

(usingairfoilprobes),and verticalvelocityfluctuations (1). Theseparticularexamplesillustratethe diversityof
the kinematic snapshotsobtained of turbulent patches
(usinga pitot tube).
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Figure la. Example profile through turbulent patchesin the upper part of the main thermo-

cline 1000 km off northernCalifornia. (from left to right) Observedtemperature(solidline)
and reorderedtemperature(dashedline); ThorpescaleLt; fluctuationtemperature,definedas
the differencebetween observedand reorderedtemperatures; vertical velocity fluctuations wt;
w'T', the product of the signalsin the third and fourth panels;and horizontal velocity gradient
fluctuations, as determined from shear probes. Some patch-averagedvalues are listed in Table 1.

from vertical profiles. The buoyancyReynoldsnumbers,

ysis this example and others like it were designatedas

e/vN2, listedin Tablei indicatethat theturbulence
is single patches. The working hypothesis,in this case, is
sufficiently intense to excite a broad range of wavenumbers, and we shouldexpect isotropicturbulence at small
scales.

that although at this time and place, there is no fluid
communicating acrossdistinctly defined steps, the full
vertical extent is actively turbulent and this particular state representsone of those possiblethrough the

Figure l a portrays a turbulent patch that is relatively
uniform in temperature betweenwell-definedupper and evolution of the feature.
lower steps. œ• is also relatively uniform throughout
A very different example is shownin Figure lc. In
and is approximately equal to œo, the Ozmidov scale this casethere appearsto be activeoverturningfrom top
to bottom over the full vertical extent of the patch. Lt
=
sesovermanypatches(Dillon[1982];Mourn[1995];and indicates that fluid at the top of the patch is reordered
all the way to the bottom and vice versa. Higherothers].The averagedheat flux F is downgradient.
In contrast, the patch in Figure lb is steppy. There frequency fluctuations in the temperature profile indiis considerably more variability in Lt, and the aver- cateactiveturbulenceat smallerscalesaswell (• is comaged heat flux is countergradient.In instancessuchas parable to those found for the examplesshown in Figthesethere arisessomeambiguity about the patch selec- uresla and lb). The downgradient
flux is 10-100times
tion process. There are five distinct steps between 491 larger than for the patchesshownin Figures la and lb,
and 504.5 m, defining four layers characterizedby lo- and Lt is considerablylarger than Lo.
cal transport within; that is, at the time of the profile,
The definitions
(2), (3) forFe, Fx requireestimates
of
Lt indicates that reorderedfluid parcels do not cross gradients of T and p. These estimates should represent
stepsor fLt(z)dz = 0 withineachstep.Is thisa single the backgroundstratification against which the TKE is
patch or four distinct turbulent patches?For this anal- working. The presenceof turbulence indicates that the
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Figure lb. SameasFigurel a, but for a different
profile.
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Table 1. Patch-Averaged Values Determined for the
Example Profiles in Figures la-lc
Figure
Profile

la

lb

lc

Lt, m
Lo, m

0.48
0.96

1.2
0.73

0.93
0.37

0.78
1.1
-0.12
-0.48
0.60
3.5

1.8
1.7
0.31
1.2
0.92
20

10ST,K
10aw,m s-1
106F, K m s-1
pCpF,W m-•'
10se,m•' s- a
106N•', s-•'
•

1700

590

5.3
1.8
-7.2
-29
1.2
6.7
1400
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The profiler acts as a high-passfilter to scaleslarger
than its vertical dimension. A significantportion of the
signal at scaleslarger than the profiler'slength may be
lost becausethe profiler itself respondsto those signals,
thereby changingthe referenceframe of the sensors.At
large scales the sensorsmounted on the profiler cannot, in turn, sensethe signal of interest. The shape of
the high-passfilter can only be determined empirically
and requires additional measurements. A three-axis accelerometerpackagewas in place on Chameleon for this

experiment(the configuration
wasthe sameasthat describedby Mournet al. [1995]for the TropicalInstability WaveExperiment). No detectablesignaldueclearly

to any sourceother than vehicle tilt or to operator error
was observed,thereby precluding a clean assessmentof
vehicle response. However, this also indicates that a
in both kinematic (Kelvin meter per second)and dynamic
unit (Watt per squaremeter). The densityp is • 1023kg reasonablysmall signal is involved.
Thorpe scale Lt, temperature T, and vertical velocity w
are presentedas rms values. The averagedheat flux is shown

m-a, andspecific
heatofseawater
Cpis• 4000J kg-1 K-1
Lo is Ozmidov scale, F is heat flux, e is turbulent kinetic

To minimize the effectof vehiclefiltering on the mea-

surements analyzed here, three coursesof action were

energydissipation
rate, andN 2 is the buoyancy
frequency. taken. First, the length of the profiler was extendedto

4.2 m (a schematic
is shownby Mournet al. [1995]).
The separationbetweensensorsand drag elementswas

fluid has been stirred and that irreversiblemixing may
we expectminhave already occurred. As a consequence,the profiles slightlygreaterthan 4 m. Consequently,
imal high-passfiltering of scalessmallerthan about 4 m.
of T and p have been altered from their original profiles
Second,the analysiswas restrictedto turbulent patches
that existed before the occurrence of the turbulence.
If irreversible mixing has occurred, the original profiles
cannot be recoveredfrom the available data. They can

with lengthscalesœ • 3 m (as characterizedby any of
the observationallyderived length scalesanalyzedby

only be approximated.Hebertet al. [1992]discussed Mourn[1996];the vast majoritywere•
this quandary with a simple example. The density gradient determined from a reordered profile and confined
to the limits of the patch boundaries was considereda
lower bound on the preexisting density gradient. Any
other estimate required determining density differences
at depths some small distance above and below the
patch and gave larger estimates of gradients. The upper bound estimate was 2.5 times larger than the lower
bound. However, the choice of depth interval is arbitrary, and for this analysis, the lower bound estimate is
used. If p is solelydeterminedby T, this is of no consequence to computations of Fc and Fo. However, if Tz is

an underestimate,Fx and Fa will be biasedhigh. For

this analysisall of the estimates
of Tz, Pz,andN 2 have
been made from the reordered profiles and are intended
to be representativeof the background,rather than the
instantaneous,stratification. As noted by Peters et al.

[1995],the inabilityto makea cleardetermination
of the
backgroundgradients contributesto scatter in statistical comparisonsof quantities that include background
gradients.
3. Direct

Heat

3.1. Calculation

Flux

Measurements

of w, T

the stratification

1 m). Since

attenuates vertical motion on scales

• œ,the expectationis that the profiler'shigh-passfilter doesnot affectthe scalesof interest. A consequence
of the filtering providedby the measurementplatform
is that, for any particular patch, the mean value of w is
nearly zero. Finally, to further ensurethe completeremoval of inadequatelyresolvedlow-frequencymotion, a
symmetric high-passfilter of length equivalent to 3.75
m was run over the w data.

A fixed scaleseparationis introducedby this procedure. It is possiblethat, in some cases,some vertical
motion

at scales •

3.75 m has been excluded

from the

analysis that we should properly considerto be part
of the turbulence. It is also possiblethat we have included some vertical

motion

at scales •

3.75 m that

should be consideredpart of the internal gravity wave
field, or morelikely, part of the ill-definedrangeof scales
boundedby wavesand fully developedturbulence. The
rationale for the selection of patches was intended to
minimize

this cross talk of scales.

While the definitionof fluctuationvertical velocity is
relatively straightforward,that for fluctuationtemperature is lessso. Usually, for horizontal flux measurements

madein the atmosphere
[Fairallet al., 1990]or in the
ocean(GM95) the samefilter is appliedboth to w and

to T, so that each representsthe same signal bandwidth. However, high-passfiltering of the temperature
on Chameleon's
nose[Mourn,1990b]. This sensorre- signal in the vertical coordinate direction can produce
solvesI mms-1 differences
in verticalvelocity[Mourn, spurious results due to the sharpnessof mean vertical
1996].Of particularconcernforthisexperimentwasthe temperature gradients, especiallyat the edgesof turfiltering effect of the profiler on the measurementsof w. bulent patches(Figure 1). A better definitionis the
The measurementof w was made using a pitot tube
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deviation of the observedtemperature profile from that
profile reordered to represent the lowest potential energy state achievableusingthe observeddata; this is the

point seriesin each patch varied with the patch thicknesses.Since individual recordlengthswere relatively
short, spectra were determinedfor eachpatch, normalover
Thorpe-reordered
profile[Thorpe,1977].This provides ized for that patch, and then ensemble-averaged
a clear separation between instantaneousand reordered many patches. These include both positive and nega(or background)states.Insofarasthis distinguishes
be- tive F values. The followingtwo normalizationswere
tween turbulence and the background state of the flow
field, it also provides a clear scale separation. From

used.

1. For the spectra shown in Figure 2, temperature

a three-dimensional
reorderingprocedure(as might be spectra were nondimensionalizedby the Batchelor form
achievedusingoutput from numericalsimulations)this (•B -- Xe-1/3k;
5/3,where
kB - (•/(lyD2))
1/4is
definition requiresthe mean value of T • over the tur- the Batchelor wavenumber, y is the kinematic viscosbulent patchto be 0. Winterset al. [1995]havecon- ity, and D is the molecular diffusivity for temperature
structed such a numerical framework and demonstrated
in water). Frequencies
werenondimensionalized
by the
that this definitionof T • (p• in their computations)is Batchelorfrequency,fB - Uk•/2•r, where U, the
appropriate when computedfrom a fully resolvedthreedimensional field. The one-dimensional analogue dictated by oceanic field measurementscannot fully resolve the fluctuations, and there will be a contribution
from unresolved lateral advection of fluid parcels within
the patch. However, several indicators suggestthat it
is consistent

with

other

measures

of stratified

turbu-

speed at which the probe traversesthe turbulence, is
represented by the vehicle's fall speed. Vertical velocity spectrawere nondimensionalized
by the Kolmogoroff

form(½s -- (•/•5)1/4),andthe associated
frequencies
by the Kolmogorofffrequency,fs -

Uks/2•r, where

ks --(•5/(/Y3))1/4.
2. To emphasize the dominant scales, spectra were

lence. Dillon [1982]demonstratedthe correspondencenormalized by their variance and then ensembleaverof Lt and Lo (ashaveotherssince).He alsoshowedthe aged(Figure 3). While the seriesare sampledas time
correspondence
betweenNT •2 (usingan identicaldefi- series,conversionto spatialseries(from whichthe top
nitionof T •) andX. Mourn[1996]demonstrated
similar scalein Figure 3 is derived)was approximatedusing
correspondencesfrom the data discussedhere. Peters et

the meanfall speedof the profiler(• 0.75m s-l). Dis-

al. [1995]haverecentlyusedthis workingdefinitionof played in variance-preservingform, the spectra show
T • to define a turbulent temperature fluctuationscale.

clear peaks. The equivalentlength scaleat the peak in

3.2. Significance
To test whether an individual estimate of F is significantly different from zero, the w' and T' seriesfrom
a single record were randomly resampled, combined as
w'T', and averagedoverthe samenumberof pointsasin
the original record. The correlation coefficientbetween

w' and T', rwT =
for each estimate

F/[wrmsx Trms],was computed

of F.

This

was done 500 times

106

i

records available from the vertical profile data, such an

For an estimate

i

to be consid-

ered significantit had to lie outsidethe 95% confidence
limits of the randomly constructed estimates of w'T'.
This sorting of the data reduced the number of records
for further analysis from 272 to 110.
3.3. Spectra

i

i i i i i i]

I

i

I I i i i i_

105
_

•

_

104

_

103
_

approachproved unreasonablehere. As pointed out by
one reviewer, this may serveto bias the correlation
to lower values.

i i i i i []

and

the 95% confidencelimits computedas the middle 95%
range of all 500 randomly sampledr•T estimates. This
procedure is somewhat different from that followed by
GM95, YO93, and FL94, in which random lags were
applied that exceededthe autocorrelation times of w'
and T' signals. Becauseof the relatively short data

efficients

i

-

102
10-3

ensemble average of
110 scaled spectra
I

I

I

I t I I II

!

i i i iii1

10-2

10-1
f /fs, f /fe

i

i

i I i i Ii

1

Figure 2. Nondimensionalizedspectraof w', T'. Raw
spectra were computed for each of 110 patches exam-

ined, nondimensionalized
by Kolmogoroffscaling(for

w• spectra)or Batchelorscaling(for T' spectra),and
Spectra of the fluctuation quantities w•, T •, were
ensembleaveragedover all patches.Only thosepatches

computed for each of the 110 patches analyzed. Time
series of 256 points were windowed and overlapped
to fit within patch boundaries. The number of 256-

for which the correlation

coei•cient

between w' and T'

is significantwere averaged.(Note that remainingfiguresdepict data from only theserecords.)
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tive F values) is clearly dominatedby downgradient
(• 0) featureswith scalesof about 0.5-1 m. For com-

(equivalent length scale)
7.5 m
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rn

I

pleteness,squaredcoherenceand phasespectra are also
shown. The small values of the phase spectrum at all
frequenciesindicatesthe minimal role of the quadrature

part of the crossspectrum(whichwouldincludeinternal gravitywaves)in thesedata. This is an indicatorof
high Re turbulence.
Several characteristics of the spectra shown in Figure 3 are qualitatively different from their horizontally
derived equivalentsobtained in both the atmospheric

5
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[

boundarylayer [e.g.,Kaimal et al., 1972; Pond et al.,
1971]andthe tidal front(GM95). The thermocline
data
showno k-1 regionat lowwavenumbers,
presentin the

i

atmosphericboundary layer and tidal front data. While
the atmospheric boundary layer and tidal front results

indicate a spectral peak in T • at a wavenumberless
than the wavenumberof the spectral peak of w•, the
opposite is true for these thermocline data. The flux

.......

-1

I

I

I

I I I It[

I

I

I

cospectrum
peaksat a wavenumber/frequency
between
thoseof peaksin T • and w• spectra.
The ensemble-averagedspectrum of vertical velocity is attenuated at the lowest frequency bin, which is
equivalentto a lengthscaleof 3.75 m (givena constant

I I I ill

vehiclefall rate of 0.75 m s-1). This is the lengthof
the digital high-pass filter applied to ensure the complete removal of any w• signal that is inadequately resolved by the measurement. Apparently, any signal
removed by the filter contains minimal contributions
to the turbulence. If it did, the scale relation demon-

stratedby Mourn[1996]usingthesesamedata and processingmethods to represent an inviscid estimate of e

(•

90

Nw2) overnearlyfour decades
of domainspace

would not be so consistent over the full range of observed values.

45

Does the attenuation of w• at low frequencieshave

-45

-90

10-1

,

i i .... ii

1

i

i i i i i i1[

101

i

frequency (Hz)
Figure 3. Ensemble-averaged
spectraof w• (•b•),
T' (•bTT)and cospectraof w'T' (CowT), nondimen-

significant influence on the flux estimates? Individual cospectra,computedfrom singlepatches,are highly
variable, and occasionally dominated by the signal at
the lowest-frequencybin. This is to be expected from
random samplesof a turbulent flow field. The only way
we can begin to examine the behavior of the cospectrum
is by averaging. The ensemble-averaged
cospectrumindicates a peak at scalessubstantially smaller than 3.75
m, suggestingthat the flux-carrying scalesare resolved.
The difference in relative wavenumbers of the peak

sionalizedby their variance and presentedin variance- in the T • spectrumprobably reflectsthe differencesin
preservingform. Also shownare coincident,ensemble- definitions of T • between that used for horizontal meaaveragedsquaredcoherence
(CohwT)and phase(•wT) surements and that used here for the vertical profile
spectra.
data. While there are no clear guidelineson how to es-

the T • spectrumis about 0.2 m, while that of the w•

timate T • fromsingleprofiles(eitherhorizontalor vertical) in a three-dimensional
turbulentfield,it seemsthat

spectrum is about 2 m.

the definition

used here is more tenable

and has some

Flux cospectra(i.e., cospectraof w•T•) were com- theoreticalbasis[Winterset al., 1995]. That usedfor
puted for the recordsanalyzedabove,normalizedby horizontal measurementsis usually the demeaned sigthe variance or flux, ensemble-averaged,
and displayed nal over the record; this may include gravity waves and
in variance-preserving
form (Figure 3). The averaged other phenomenawhich are indistinguishablefrom the
cospectrum(again, includingboth positiveand nega- turbulent signal becausethe flow field is underresolved
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by the observations.The result of such an analysiswill
be a larger signal at low wavenumbers.
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overbarin (1). The uncertaintyin a singleestimateis

The associatedsystematicuncertainty is a factor of 10
for a 1-m-thick patch, approachinga value of about a
factor of 3 for patchesof thicknessgreater than 10 m.
For the data consideredhere, then, we can expect the
uncertainty to be no better than a factor of 3 based on
this particular formulation.
Another estimate of the uncertainty in the flux estimate was made for each patch estimate of F. The

due to a combination of measurement uncertainty and
the ability of the measurement to resolve the natural
variability or intermittency of the signal. The measurement uncertainty includesboth random and systematic
contributions and may be written as

numberof degreesof freedom(d.f.) was estimatedfor
eachrecordas the (numberof zerocrossings
of w)/2.
As the numberof zerocrossings
of w is considerably
less
than that of w•T• for anygivenrecord(frequentlyby a
factorof 10), this represents
a lowerboundon d.f. The

3.4.

Uncertainties

For further statistical comparison,each single patch
estimate

of F was determined

from the arithmetic

mean

value of w•T • over the turbulent patch. This definesthe

5F

5w •

95% confidence interval was estimated based on normal

5T •

F = w• • T•'

(6)

statistics
as1.96-•rto/d.f.
1/2,where•rto istherecord's
standard deviation of w•T •. The distribution

of the ra-

where 5F refersto the uncertaintyin F (and similarly tio of the confidenceinterval (CI) definedin this way
for w• and T•). The systematiccontributionis largely to the record estimate of F is shownin Figure 4. This
due to calibration uncertainties, which are small relative
to other sourcesof uncertainty. The more important
contribution is the random uncertainty due to the limited resolution of both signals. The smallest detectable
increment in w • is about 0.001 m s-1 and in T • is about
0.0005

K. If we consider these to be the uncertainties

indicates 10% of the estimates of CI to be more than

10 x F. On the other hand, 50% of the estimates are
less than 3 x F, which is closeto the lower bound on
the estimates based on the expressionsof Lenschowet

at. [1994].This estimateis usedin Figure5 to portray

in

the uncertainty in single-patchestimates.
eachsignal,then for relatively smallsignallevelsof w• =
These estimates of uncertainty are conservativeand
0.005m s-1 andT • = 0.005K, the relativeuncertainty large. The reasonthey are large is primarily due to the
in F is 30%.
fact that the samplesrepresentrelatively short records
The most seriousproblem is associatedwith the un- in an intermittent field. Hence there are few degrees
certainty due to insufficient sampling. One estimate of of freedomin independentestimatesof F. This is just
the uncertainty can be made in light of analysesmade a fact of life in dealing with this type of measurement.
for flux measurementsfrom the atmosphericboundary Increasingthe record length requiresthicker turbulent
layer. Lenschow
et at. [1994]considered
stationarytime patches, a factor over which the investigator has no
serieswhile acknowledgingthat real time seriesare very control. Alternatively, investigationscould be continoften far from stationary. They developed expressions

for the relative bias [Lenschowet at., 1994, equation
(30)] and systematicerrors(their equation(48)) in flux
estimates due to limited sample durations of processes
representative of turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer. These expressions depend on the record
length TI and the integral timescale of the flux cor-

0.2

,'" 0.15

#pts

110

geo.mn

4.1

median

3.2

mode

3.2

relation function•f. The specificproblemaddressed
by Lenschowet at. [1994]wasto determinehowlarge
TI should be to estimate F with a specifiedstatistical
uncertainty. In the vertical data examined here there
is no clear objective choicefor TI, other than to make
it unreasonably short; it depends solely on the patch

o

o.1

thickness.FollowingGM95, •f is estimatedfrom the
peak frequency of the variance-preservingflux cospectrum. This correspondsto a length scale of about 0.5
m. As the patch thicknessesvary from about 1 to 15 m

0.05

[Mourn,1996],the ratioT!/•-f variesfrom2 to 30. The

o

associatedbias error is 50% for thin patchesand 6% for
thick patches.

o

I

2

log IC.I. /F]

Lenschowet at.'s[1994]expression
for systematicuncertainty includesa dependenceon the correlation coefficient rwT between w • and T •. The median value for all
of the patcheswith rwT significantlydifferent from zero

Figure 4. Histogram of the logarithm of the ratio of
uncertainty to mean estimate of F. The geometricmean
of the ratio and other measuresof central tendency are

is-0.1 (the negativevalueindicatesdowngradient
flux).

shown.
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Figure 5. Comparison
of directandindirectheatfluxestimates.
(left)Correspondence
between
eachof the pairs.(right)Histograms
of the logarithms
of ratiosof ordinateto abscissa,
together
with measures
of centraltendency.Opentriangles
represent
F< 0 (downgradient
heattransport);
solidtrianglesrepresent
F> 0 (countergradient
heattransport).Confidence
intervalspresented
for F werecomputedusingthe estimatesdescribed
in the text and shownin Figure4.
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ued into more energetic flow fields, such as the upper
equatorial shear flows or the tidal fronts where patch
thicknessesare greater and therefore record lengths are
longer. However, these flows are not very amenable
to this type of measurementsincethe energeticlength
scalesbecomelarge comparedto the body length, a factor which prohibits adequate resolutionof the vertical
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Figure ?. Rangesof 95% confidenceintervalsof the ge-
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Fd

F>0

•
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in Figure 6. These were estimated by the bootstrap

0.32
0.45

method (solid lines) and assumingnormal statistics
(dashedlines). The data discussed
in this paper are
representedby the large type, and the tidal front results

discussed
by Gargettand Mourn [1995]are represented
by the smaller type.

0.15 velocity spectrum at energy-containing scales, as discussedabove. To make a meaningful comparison of direct and indirect flux estimates requiresthat the range
of flux estimates be many times larger than the confidence in single estimates.

0.1_

0.05

4. Dissipation Flux Coefficients

-

The comparisonof direct and indirect flux estimates
is representedby the scatterplotsin Figure 5. The range
of F is about 4 factors of 10 or many times the uncertainty in single estimates of F. The cloud of points
outlined by the confidencelimits of F indicate general

_

o

-1

-2

o

1

agreementwith all threeindirectflux estimates,Fx, F•,
and F• (the mixing length estimate,F• -- wœT•,is
definedby [Mourn,1996]and plottedherefor completeness).The variabilityof the ratiosof indirectto direct

log F d
•g/•
ß

•F>0

F < 0

#pts
geo.mn
median
mode
i

I

59
0.16

#pts
geo.mn

0.10

median

0.07

mode
'

I

'

51
0.19
0.13

flux estimates is representedby the histograms in Fig-

(0.09,0.35)
I

ure 5 (right).
Histogramsof IFol, Fa are shownin Figure 6. The

'

rangesof estimates of Fa and Fo are shownin Figure
7, together with the estimates of GM95 from the turbulent tidal front. From Figures 6 and 7, the following

0.15

severalpointsare clear: (1) Fa > IFol; (2) the values
of Fa, lFol are independentof the signof F; (3) estimates of Fa are within the range of open oceanobserva-

0.1

tionsof Fa [Mourn,1990a];(4) estimatesof lFolare also
within the range of open ocean observationsof Fa; and

(5) while thermoclineestimatesof Fa are significantly
greater than those from the tidal front, thermocline es-

timatesof IFol are many timeslessthan the tidal front

•:::::::.

::i;•4•:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

estimates.

.......

F'"'"'"""'
"•'"'•'""•'":'•':'••::'••'•••••:•:

-2
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5. Discussion
I

1

2

The estimateof Fa (_• 0.3- 0.4) for thesether-

mocline data is on the high side of reported estimates
Figure 6. Histogramsof the logarithm of dissipa- from open ocean sites. Sample distributions of Fa from
tion flux coefficients,
(top) Fa - Fx/F• and (bottom) the thermocline data overlap those from the tidal front
lFol -IFI/F•.
The solidline represents
F > 0, while data. The large spreads in the distributions are likely
due to combined measurement and sampling uncertainthe shaded area representsF < 0.

log IFol
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ties but may also reflect physical differencesin the flow
fields.

Further

discussion

is based on measures

of cen-

tral tendency. These measuresall indicate that the thermocline estimate of Fd is significantly greater than that
from the tidal front. This might occur if the thermocline
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respondingestimates of Fd were identical between the
originaland conditionalsamples.However,the estimate
of IFol for the originaldata set was0.06 - 0.07 for both
F < 0 and F > 0, compared with a value much closer
to 0.2 from the conditionally sampled data shown in

estimatesof Fx are biasedhighor Fe biasedlow relative Figures 5 and 6. If the rationale for this means of conto other data sets. It is not clear how this could be since
ditionally samplingthe data is valid, we must consider
identical instrumentation, processing,and even some of the highervalue of ]Polto be the better estimate.
the identical sensors were used in both thermocline
and
In direct contrastto the tidal front results,the thertidal front experimentsto determinee, X, Tz, and N 2 moclinedata indicate Pd > Po. Beforeexaminingthe
whichcontributeto the estimatesFe and Fx. In partic- physicalmeaning of such a relationship,we must first
ular, the computation of Tz may causethe estimates of consider
whetherPd is biasedhighand/or Pobiasedlow
Fx (andhenceFd) to be biasedhigh(section2). Again, relativeto the other. From (4)and (5),
the same procedures were followed in both thermocline
and tidal front experiments, so this cannot explain the
differences in F d between data sets.
The biggest differencebetween the two experiments
is in the samples used to determine averaged values of
indirect fluxes. For the thermocline data, independent
sampleshave variable length and consistof singlevertical profiles through turbulent patcheswith well-defined
upper and lower boundaries. Although it is conceivable that a patch might be sampled more than once
by subsequentprofiles, the separation in both time and
space between profiles is sufficiently great that no associationof a particular patch with its previoushistory
can be made with any certainty. In the caseof the tidal

Fo

=

F'

(7)

As hasalreadybeenindicated,the sameprocedurewas
usedfor the computationof Fx for both thermocline
and tidal front data sets. If Fx is biasedhigh from
the thermoclinemeasurements,
then we must expect
the sameto be true for the tidal front estimates,and
the differencebetween Pd and Po to be greater than

reportedby GM95 (wherePd > Po).
The other possibility is that the estimate of F obtained from vertical profilesin the thermocline is biased

low. As noted,the conditionalsamplingfor significance
of F should tend to provide a high bias to F. Incomfrontexperiment(GM95) the flowfieldwasalmostcom- plete resolutionof the space/timevariabilityof the flux
pletely turbulent. Using the horizontal measurements will producea biasof unknownsignbut shouldalsoapfor guidance,regionsof the flow which were reasonably ply to the estimatesof Fx andF•. Incompleteresolution
homogeneous
and/or stationarycouldbe identified.All of the flux cospectrummw producea low bias, if the
of the estimatesof Fe, Fx (ofwhichtheremayhavebeen unresolvedflux is associatedwith F < 0. However,
100-200) within thoseregionswerethen treated as in- this estimateof F o is actually significantlygreaterthan
dependent samplesand averaged. Although we might other reported oceanic estimates.
expect greater uncertainty in estimates of mean values
GM95 compared Fo and Fd via a reduced evolution
of Fe, Fx for the thermoclinesimply due to lesswell equation for scalar variance, in which the time rate of
resolvednatural variability, there is no reasonto expect changeof availablepotential energy,
differentmean valuesof Fd due simply to the sampling.
While thesethermoclineestimatesof Fo (•- 0.15 0.2) are within the range of open oceanestimatesof
.,
(8)
Fd, they are significantly larger than the oceanic estimates of Fo(-• 0.05) reportedby YO93 and FL95. is balanced
by the buoyancy
production
of r/anddissiGM95 have suggestedseveral reasonswhy each of these pation of r/. That is,
may be biased low. In particular, FL95 were able to
clearly show that their estimateswere limited by con•?t = b - Xv
(9)

1(P•o•)2
(3)2

tamination

of the low-wavenumber

measurement

of w

rateof •/(seeGM95,equaby vehiclemotionin caseswhereL• 1 lieswithin the whereXv is the dissipation
tions
(14)
and
(18)).
GM95
also
showed
that
contaminated
rangeof scales.In the cases
whereL• 1
was smaller than this range of scales,their estimates
indicate Fo -- Fd •-- 0.1. The thermocline data chosen

for analysishere have been carefully selectedto exclude

sothat, with Fo = b/e,

rd= xv_ b- •/t= Fo- qt
--

(10)

suchoccurrences
(section3).
The thermocline data were conditionally sampled in
another manner. By invoking a test for significanceof
F estimates,similar to that used by YO93 and GM95,

GM95 arguethat the tidal front may representan examplein whichFd < IFol. This will occurprovidedthe
time rate of changeof availablepotentialenergy•/t has
most of the smallestvaluesof [Fo[havebeenexcluded the same sign as the buoyancyflux b. A self-consistent
from the analysis. From an original sample size of 272
this test reduced the number of samplesto 110. Cot-

scenariowas suggestedby GM95 for the caseof the flow

fieldproducedby a tidal front. However,the moregen-
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eral casemay actuallybe Fd > Irol. Supposethat b is a
sinkfor TKE (as it mustbe, on average,in a stratified
fluid). Then, it is a sourceof r/and b > 0. For a decaying turbulence,Vt < 0 and thereforeFd > Irol. The
case represented by b < 0 is less straightforward but
also of dubious importance in the continually stratified
thermocline.

IN THE MAIN
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ciencyor flux Richardsonnumber of 0.17, in keeping
with the originalsuggestion
by Osborn[1980].However,
distributions
of Fo (andFa, for that matter)areconsistently characterizedby a large range of samplevalues
(morethan a factorof 10); this may be dueto combinedmeasurement
andsamplinguncertainties
but may
alsoindicatedifferentphysicsat play. Consequently,
and becauseof the very different result obtainedfrom
the tidal front by GM95, we should exerciseconsiderable caution in extendingthis value of Fo to other flow

6. Summary and Conclusions
Estimates of heat flux by direct measurements of
vertical velocity-temperature fluctuation correlations
have been made from vertical profiles through turbulent patches in the main thermocline. These have been
compared to more indirect flux estimates derived from
dissipation rates of TKE and temperature variance.
Becausethe vertical dimensionof turbulent patches
in stratified fluids is presumedto be the small spatial

fields.Thesemayincludemixedlayers,boundarylayers
and flowfieldsdominatedby energeticinternalgravity
wavesin whichadvectiveinstabilitiesare primarilyresponsiblefor turbulencegeneration.

The observationthat Fd > Fo may be the general
case for stratified turbulence is in contrast to the tidal

front resultreportedby GM95, whichmay representan
instructive but special case.

dimension,vertical record lengths are correspondingly
smaller than horizontal record lengths. As a consequence, the uncertainties cited here for individual estimates of F are considerablylarger than would be obtained

from horizontal

measurements

of F.

These two

estimates differ in another fundamental way. Temperature fluctuations are generally defined from high-passfiltered representationsof temperature recordsfrom horizontal measurements. An analogousrepresentation
from vertical profilesseemsuntenable, as sharp vertical
gradients can appear as two-sided temperature fluctuations after filtering. So our basic definition of T • differs
for vertical profile data. The differencebetween in situ
and reordered temperature seemsappropriate and is a
one-dimensionalanalogue of the three-dimensional re-

orderingusedby Winterset al. [1995].
The flux-carryingscalesare at leastO(10 cm), confirming the preliminaryresultsof Mourn [1990a]and
many times greater than the scales which dominate
the dissipationrates of TKE and temperature variance.
This is also many times lessthan the patch thickness.
Both Fa and Fo are within the range of open ocean
estimates of Fa and laboratory estimates of Fo. They
are very different from the values obtained in the turbulent tidal front by GM95. The range of values of both
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